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Abstract: The COVID-19 outbreak which pushed the public actors to seek out customized solutions adjusted for local development. The present paper investigates the role played by the public administration in rebuilding and supporting the tourist sector in Bukovina which has been severely affected by the restrictions imposed by pandemic. The study used a mixed research method: quantitative analysis (applied questionnaires) and qualitative research (interviews). Although the local administration has a limited jurisdiction of the territorial-administrative units, the current sanitary crisis along with the economic one have started to affect territories and populations more and more extended, which pushed the public actors to seek out customized solutions adjusted for local development. The results show that the types of governance applied by the county and local administration will have a decisive impact upon the recovery of the tourism sector.
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INTRODUCTION

The sanitary crisis which was triggered by COVID-19 started on the 12th of March 2020 as World Health Organization declared it a pandemic, resulting in a domino effect on the health, economic, and sociocultural systems worldwide. The necessary sanitary measures meant to limit the spread of the virus, such as social distancing, travel restrictions and bans on mobility, isolation and quarantine – either mandatory or self-imposed, have put a stop on tourism and turned the time spent inside, at home, into a real challenge. Even if tourism is largely regarded as a vulnerable activity exposed to a series of risk factors, such as environment, politics, military or sanitary issues (Gissling et al., 2020; Novelli et al., 2018), the current situation is quite different due to the global impact as all the countries in the world, in response to the pandemic, have imposed travel restrictions since April 20. In what concerns the travel destinations, 97 of them (45%) closed their borders entirely or partially for tourists, 65 destinations (30%) suspended totally or partially the international flights, while 39 places (18%) introduced new prohibiting measures for travellers coming from certain countries (UNWTO, 2020). The attempts of giving an accurate forecast of the pandemic’s effects on the tourism industry, namely HoReCa, have been swiftly surpassed by the fast pace of the virus spread at global level. Tourism is one of the most affected sectors in both terms of offer and demand. Since it is an interdependent industry, the current circumstances of the global economy threatened by recession, geopolitical tensions, social and commercial pressures and anxieties, as well as the yet uncertain development of the pandemic along with the security measures taken by most countries (restricting travel, closing borders, suspending cultural events, activities of the commercial centers, accommodation units, and restaurants) are further concerns to the tourism business (Muscalu, 2020).

In Romania, the pandemic has impacted heavily on the tourism. For 3 months (March-May 2020), nearly 97% of the accommodation units were closed, while a small percentage were still in business as they hosted quarantined persons or medical personnel from the front line of COVID-19. From an economic activity that covered almost 3% of the national GDP to practically zero, that was a harsh shift which completely lacked any transition period. Both the hosting units and tourism agencies registered massive cancellations and decreases in reservations. Since early March 2020, the hotel vacancy rates in Bucharest were by 40% down and by 50% down in the case of resorts (INS a, 2020). This was followed by closing over 90% of the accommodation units, while in April, the National Institute of Statistics estimated a negative conjunctural balance of -99% for the hosting facilities units, and of -97% for the tourism agencies (INS b, 2020).

The present paper is based on the premises that the regional and local impact of COVID-19 crisis has a highly heterogeneous nature with a strong territorial reach and deep implications for the population involved. Under the circumstances, local authorities are the prime responsible players to address such complex and challenging issues, namely isolation measures, health care, social services, supporting small entrepreneurs as well as providing ongoing support for public investments as a key element of resilience and fast recovery. Therefore, an extra responsibility is being placed on the broad shoulders of local administration which needs to apply a multi-level management and address urgent measures, such as free circulation, tourism, and leisure needs along with sanitary status, suspension of numerous jobs or maintaining the major economic branches that support or define the region. The analysis performed has taken the tourist region of Bukovina as area of reference. This region, in terms of accommodation, is the third tourist destination in Romania. The paper aims to identify the point of view shared by the local administration regarding the development trends of the tourism in Bukovina within the current pandemic context, and, also its resilience models. Under the circumstances of a pandemic globally and swiftly spread, the present paper holds two inter-relational objectives: the former addresses the tourist profile of a region with many generous offers such as Bukovina, but deeply affected by the general perception of Suceava County largely regarded these days as an uncertain tourist destination due to the pandemic situation in the region; the latter objective tackles the manner in which was perceived the governance applied by the local authority through concrete actions at a particularly difficult time for the tourism entrepreneurs and operators. Although the subject of research — the relation between the new coronavirus pandemic and tourism — makes
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reference to a fact still ongoing whose consequences cannot be accurately estimated at the time, there are already many studies tackling various approaches of the relation between tourism and pandemic. These studies have either a general nature on analysing possible lines of research in the field (Sigala, 2020), how this pandemic impacted upon the world economy and therefore, upon tourism (Gossling et al., 2020, McKibbin and Fernando, 2020), or they consider the particular features related to the direct relation between pandemic and the collapse of the tourist business at regional and global level. The conclusions of these scientific papers, regardless of the scale, are focused on two main ideas: tourism is one of the most affected sectors by the current crisis; however, and, at the same time, the changes triggered by the pandemic on the matter of tourism demand can become the turning point in the case of this sector, an opportunity for the development of the tourist activities in a different paradigm — travel better not less, experience the other side of common destination etc (Sigala, 2020; Gossling et al., 2020).

Another distinctive group of researches on tourism and COVID-19 are concerned with an unexpected and rather surprising opportunity given to the unsustainable tourism which has reached a global scale in the past years. The present crisis will encourage such practices to shift to a more sustainable model. These studies dispute the mechanisms and systems supporting the type of mobility which generated the mass tourism and regards them as an effective tool for transmitting the pandemic (Higgins-Desbiolles, 2020). If we take a closer look, there are studies analysing the manner in which the pandemic has influenced the tourist behaviour, the tourist travel and the tourist behaviour towards the travel itself and features of the destination (Chebli and Said, 2020; Higgins-Desbiolles, 2020; Wachyuni and Kusumaningrum, 2020, Özdemir and Yildiz, 2020). Here, too, another common idea is outlined: the changes occurred in the tourist behaviour, whether they are connected to the destination, the quality of services or/ and the preferred way of travelling, should be acknowledged by the major players of tourism as they could provide the key elements for developing novel well-adjusted development strategies. Beyond these regards which expose the hard times and unique problem faced by tourism nowadays, the present paper takes into consideration an issue of no less: the local reaction to a global problem. The literature that goes into details on the actions taken by the public managers during pandemic, highlights the reaction phases to the crisis assembled into a general available model, namely the RISE model (resilience, intensity, support) which is presented by Maher et al. (2020). The results of this model show that local administrations take innovative and strategic measures to fight the virus, even though COVID-19 exposes certain professional categories to social inequalities which are worsening as the virus is spreading.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The decision to be in the business of tourism during and post-pandemic times is found, as we believe, in an interpretation paradigm. The reason behind this statement is the fact that tourism is a segment of activity where the perception on the space running the tourist activities is essential (Huete-Alcocer and Ruiz, 2019; Leung et al., 2013). Between April, 01, 2020 and May, 13, 2020, Suceava city and its neighbouring area (8 communes) were declared red zones (total quarantine) as measures taken for limiting the spreading of Sars-COV-2 virus. The city was the most affected one by the pandemic in Romania during the period mentioned earlier. Two months later, after the quarantine was lifted in the region, the public administration and tourism entrepreneurs were facing an attitude of uncertainty about the entire tourist region of Bukovina.

The starting point of the epistemological approach embraced by the present research relies on the fact that this pandemic has deeply affected the system of human, informal, and institutional relations on which tourism generally relies. The changes caused by the sanitary context, boosted by the role played by mass media on informing the public, and by the uncertainty of the time-horizon for making pertinent forecasts, have generated shock waves for each and every player engaged in tourism. This makes the new tourism reality far too complex to be merely described by a set of quantitative generalizations (Saunders et al., 2015; Piore, 2006). Whether we are talking about tourist, an administrator of a hosting facility, or local administration, each of these actors has their own view and understanding of the current situation. Under the circumstances, the data were collected by employing a mixed methodology, using both the qualitative and quantitative research (Creswell, 2007). Even though a mixed approach of methods has been used in this paper, the qualitative role had the leading part. We believe that its application is recommended for the phenomenon under analysis (Lee et al., 2013). The quantitative method has been used for classifying and measuring the impact of mass media on the tourist options of visiting a prestigious tourist destination which was identified with a region heavily affected by the pandemic. On the other hand, the qualitative method has been employed for getting information on the involvement degree of the local public administration in managing the crisis triggered by the pandemic, in supporting the tourism entrepreneurs, and in finding solutions for rebooting the local tourist activity (Matei, 2013). The first type of analysis is focused on tourists and has required a quantitative approach. Further, as a research tool, a questionnaire addressing potential tourists (Luo and Zhong, 2015) was applied online, which provided specific data and correlations on the tourist behaviour induced by the sanitary and mobility conditions imposed by the pandemic and, also helped outline the profile of the tourist who has chosen Bukovina as tourist destination this year. The questionnaire was distributed online between June 8 and June 30, 2020 and made use of the social media channels of promotion. Finally, 189 answers were validated, and, among these, 156 replies were given by persons who included Bukovina within their possible holiday destinations at the date of entry. The results obtained have been processed by using SPSS software to highlight the influence of different variables (age, residence, previous tourist experience etc.), and to outline the tourist profile during pandemic going to a destination whose image was profoundly affected at that time.

The qualitative approach of the present study is based on 11 interviews focused on the view of the persons questioned about tourist activities and evolution of tourism in Bukovina during and post-pandemic. The following have been interviewed: persons of the local public administration (a total of 4 persons), administrators/ owners of tourist facilities (5), and tourism agencies (2). The analysis started from the assumption that the tourism phenomenon is at a reboot point where it is vital to understand both the institutional and private mechanisms which need to be primed within a rational governance in order to achieve the resilience of a key economic sector of Bukovina region.

Although some researchers regard interviews as insufficient to reach objective conclusions (Doss and McDermott, 2020; Krippendorff, 2004), the published literature records different opinions as well, opinions which see interviews as useful instruments since they can catch the views of the subjects on a particular phenomenon and thus, provide depth to the quantitative researches (De Las Heras et al., 2020, Bryman, 2012; Qu and Dumay, 2011). In view of the present study, we have considered that, in an open discussion, the interviews have shaped the image of a different governance from the before-pandemic period, engaged into the necessity imposed by the current context.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The sanitary crisis which started in early March at the same time in most European countries has created an unprecedented situation for the public institutions from each country affected by the pandemic. In the case of Romania, a survey run by the National Institute of Statistics (INS a, 2020), estimated that 95.4% of the economic agents included in the statistical research and which could assess the evolution of their activity volume, stipulated in April 2020 a shrinking of activity by more than 25% or even shutdown. By May 2020, the arrivals registered by the hosting units dropped by 96.9% as compared to the data from the previous year recorded in May 2019. According to the National Institute of Statistics, these data capture the impact of the COVID-19 crisis and of the measures taken by the authorities as result of enforcing the state of emergency on the 16th of March 2020 and of the state of alert on 17th of May 2020. Suceava County has registered for
several months (March-July 2020) the most numerous cases of infections with the new coronavirus in Romania. The crisis from Suceava has started after mid-March when a major outbreak developed at Sf. Ioan cel Nou County Hospital, and, represented the beginning of the COVID-19 crisis in Romania. At the time when reporting the number of cases started at county level (April 2, 2020), in Suceava County there have been already registered over 700 cases, and 3 days later there were over 1000 cases, a number which most Romanian counties have not reached three months since the pandemic started. This negative aspect has determined the association of Suceava County with phrases such as “Lombardia of Romania” or “The Wild North” which had devastating effects on the image of the county and, also on the tourism sector. The quarantine of Suceava municipality and its neighbouring communes for one month and a half (April 1 – May 13, 2020) has only put an emphasis on the negative image and resulted in building a negative climate about the chances of coming back to the normality, namely, to travel under normal circumstances to Bukovina this summer. The image of the tourist destination is a concept including the sum of all beliefs, ideas, and perceptions a tourist shares about a tourist destination (Balogh and McCleary, 1999), and plays an essential part in the configuration of tourist preferences and opinions when choosing a holiday (Lin et al., 2007). In this context, the analysis of the perception felt by potential tourists about Bukovina, the identification of changes in tourist behaviour induced by the current circumstances and those elements which give nuance to these changes, is a necessary approach for adjusting the tourist offer to the new requirements.

1. The Perception of Tourists about Bukovina as Tourist Destination

It is important to highlight the fact that most respondents (86%) have holiday plans for this year, but most of them will choose a destination in Romania. Accordingly, a third of the respondents stated that they changed their holiday plan under the current circumstances, while a quarter said that they cancelled their initial plans. However, more than half of the respondents (67%) said that they had not booked anything at the time, which shows the presence of uncertainty or a certain degree of wariness in taking decisions about this year holiday. These aspects have a definite negative impact on the tourism entrepreneurs who cannot anticipate how their tourist season will look like and need to take into consideration last-minute changes caused by the pandemic context and measures adopted. This aspect is also confirmed by the entrepreneurs from Vatra Dornei who did not have a clear picture of how their tourist season could look like in June 2020. “So, we are waiting at the time being, along with our clients, to see what the future has in store for us” (Valentina, tourism entrepreneur, Silva hotel, Vatra Dornei resort); “Until the government establishes what you can and cannot do, people are waiting and phones are not ringing. We are waiting the new regulations from the government. At the time, everything is unclear” (Mihaela, Neagru Șarului). It is still encouraging the fact that over 80% of the respondents who initially stated that Bukovina was a possible holiday destination, have not excluded it (yet) — this percentage also includes those people who stated that they did not take a firm decision. (“What has been booked from now on it has not been cancelled”, Valentina C., tourism entrepreneur, Vatra Dornei resort). Most of the respondents, who declared that they excluded Bukovina from the holiday plans, belong to the category of those who wanted, most likely, to spend their holiday in the region during July-August 2020, which shows, at least, a mid-term effect of the crisis on the tourism in Bukovina and just a momentary impact, how, for instance, it happened in the case of the Easter reservations. The impact of the image created around Suceava County as a result of the sanitary crisis from March-April 2020, can be also observed in the analysis of the fears voiced by respondents to justify excluding Bukovina from the possible tourist destinations of this year. As was to be expected, the most frequently invoked fear by the potential tourists is not related to the tourist services from Bukovina (fear of getting infected in the hosting facilities and/or public alimentation), but fear of the sanitary services provided by the county hospital in the event they may need them. Almost half of the respondents (42%) who stated they excluded Bukovina from their holiday plans have given as main reason the fear of appealing to the medical services from the county of Suceava and this fear increases with age (Figure 1).

Once again, it is proven the interdependence between the image components of a territory as well as the sensibility of the tourism domain to all regional elements supporting its functions. If, in the case of other worries (getting infected in the hosting facility, in the public alimentation unit or anywhere in the area) which are related to what Bukovina has to offer as tourist destination, the more detailed knowledge of this space (acquired through a larger number of previous visits in the area) was reflected by a smaller percentage of the persons who invoked these reasons (fear to appeal to medical services and of a possible quarantining of the region), and this factor had no importance whatsoever. In the behaviour economy it is explained the impact of uncertainty (for instance, fear) on the tourist behaviour through the fact that, under such circumstances, the individuals choose to answer cautiously to the unknown (Mian and Sufi, 2010; Parker et al., 2013). For that matter, the most fearful of the respondents proved to be those from the neighbouring counties of Suceava, probably due to the direct access to more detailed information on the situation from Suceava County.

Figure 1. Did you exclude Bukovina as tourist destination because you were afraid of appealing to the medical services from the county of Suceava?

2. Changes of the Tourist Behaviour during Pandemic

In what concerns the specific features of the demand imposed by the current circumstances, they are also differentiated according to more variables and generally reflect the uncertainty generated by the pandemic context.

2.1. Type of Accessed Tourism

Most respondents (43%) have stated that they are interested in the active and adventure tourism, which involves outdoor activities and relies on nature as natural resource. The cultural tourism, which is often associated with the idea of Bukovina as tourist destination, appears as a third option for those who did not take out this destination from their traveling plans, while the balneotherapeutic tourism (Vatra Dornei resort, Cacica saline) is found on the fourth position, at a great distance from the rest of the options. Obviously, the options concerning the types of tourism are differentiated in accordance with age (those between 18 and 30 years old, namely 62.7% prefer the active and adventure tourism unlike those ranging between 46 and 60, merely 25%), and origin of tourists (among the tourists who chose Bukovina this year, 55.6% showed their preference for an active tourism) (Figure 2).

2.2. Length of Stay and Group Size

Over 85% of the respondents have declared that they will travel by their personal car, while the other means of transportation have secondary positions. Quite interesting is the fact that in the case of foreign travellers the percentage of those who have chosen their own car goes higher than 75%. Further, it is obvious the preference for going on trips in small groups of maximum 4 people (over 75%). A proof of
the fact that this relative small group can be interpreted as an adjustment to the current conditions imposed by the pandemic is given by the much higher percentage (89.9%) of those who fit into this category out of the total of persons who stated that their main concern about traveling to Bukovina is related to the quality of medical services provided by the county hospital of Suceava.

The length of the stay appears to respond to the current restrictions, in the context when nearly half of the respondents declared that they are interested in a maximum 2-night stay in Bukovina (Figure 3). This feature is also shared with the respondents whose place of residence is located in far more distant county and have chosen, a percentage of 77.8%, for a stay of maximum 5 nights.

2.3. Changes in Choosing the Hosting Units

Another aspect analysed through the questionnaire applied is directly linked to the structure of the hosting unit preferred by the tourists who did not exclude Bukovina from their holiday plans (Table 1). Most of them stated that they had chosen or intend to choose a rural locality in Bukovina, and the analysis of these destinations mentioned by tourists indicates well-known places, such as: Putna, Moldovia, Sucevița, and Câclea, along with occasional mountain destinations (Călimani, Râșia), as well as long-established balneotherapeutic resorts, namely Vatra Dornei and Gura Humorului. Regardless of the type of location chosen by the respondents (balneotherapeutic resort, rural locality, urban locality), the preferred structure of hosting unit was quite the same, more precisely a small guesthouse which, once again, shows an adjustment to the current circumstances. Additionally, in this case, the age factor makes certain differences as the youth (18 – 30 years old) are more willing to try other types of accommodation (although they prefer the small hosting structures), while the elderly (over 60 years old) have indicated the small guesthouses without exceptions (100%). Another interesting matter is that the small guesthouse structures have been chosen by most respondents who preferred an urban locality in Bukovina. The preferred structure of accommodation is correlated with the length of stay, namely those willing to spend more time in Bukovina (5-7 days) are more inclined to choose a small accommodation structure (over 80%).

Figure 2. What kind of tourism most appeals to you in Bukovina?
Figure 3. What is the planned stay in Bukovina?

Table 1. Changes in Choosing the Hosting Units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If you choose to go to a rural settlement, what kind of accommodation do you prefer?</th>
<th>The duration of the trip</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-3 days</td>
<td>3-5 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small hotel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within If you choose to go to a rural settlement, what kind of accommodation do you prefer?</td>
<td>55.9%</td>
<td>26.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within The duration of the trip</td>
<td>27.1%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big hotel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within If you choose to go to a rural settlement, what kind of accommodation do you prefer?</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within The duration of the trip</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pension</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within If you choose to go to a rural settlement, what kind of accommodation do you prefer?</td>
<td>46.6%</td>
<td>34.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within The duration of the trip</td>
<td>48.6%</td>
<td>55.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large pension</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within If you choose to go to a rural settlement, what kind of accommodation do you prefer?</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within The duration of the trip</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other option</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within If you choose to go to a rural settlement, what kind of accommodation do you prefer?</td>
<td>52.4%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within The duration of the trip</td>
<td>15.7%</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within If you choose to go to a rural settlement, what kind of accommodation do you prefer?</td>
<td>48.3%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within The duration of the trip</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Partial Conclusions supported by the Qualitative Analysis

The analysis on the specific features of the tourist demand under the current circumstances imposed by the sanitary crisis outlines a few aspects that are worth considering by the tourism players in Bukovina, at least in the case of the present tourist season. Firstly, a better communication about the medical crisis Suceava County went through, where it should be dissociated the image of tourists who declared that they are interested in a maximum 2-night stay in Bukovina (Figure 3). This feature is also shared with the respondents whose place of residence is located in far more distant county and have chosen, a percentage of 77.8%, for a stay of maximum 5 nights.

“... But, to be sure, from now on we shall call the tourists who made reservations and see what they think about it. We have been keeping in touch with the clients, mostly by phone. They called us, and we called them too. They called to ask how things are here, if we have opened and under what conditions, while we called to check the reservations for the coming period.” Valentina, C., Silva Hotel, Vatra Dornei

“... We have also got in touch with our clients on the social media, but mostly by phone.” Mihaela, I., agritourism guesthouse, Neagra Șarului.

Secondly, Bukovina should place its bets, at least in this early stage, on its natural resources, and the entrepreneurs could suggest tourist products for outdoor activities in less known or accessible locations. Last, but not least, the actors involved in the tourism development of Bukovina should make the best use of its particular features which define the accommodation units and are insufficiently promoted.
“After the restriction period comes to an end, I believe that the tourism will relaunch because Bukovina has numerous small guesthouses, partially isolated and people are looking for that. There are many guesthouses of ten seats, as it was built at a certain time, where two families which are closed, related, and trust one another could stay together." Valentina, C., Silva Hotel, Vatra Dornei

“I believe that the small-scale tourism will do well, in other words we hope that the mountain tourism will do ok here, at least in this area. It would help us a lot if there were a differentiated promotion campaign between Suceava and Bazinul Dornele, which is a very safe zone with many reliable agritourism guesthouses.” Mihaela, I., agritourism guesthouse, Neagra Șarului

Interviewing the experts is one of the most engaged methods of the qualitative technique. In the second part of the study, we have chosen to use the interviews to allow the detailed collection of the views shared by several members of the local public administration regarding the institutional mechanisms supporting the tourism industry in Bukovina. All the interviews were conducted by phone during May 20 and June 20, 2020. At the level of the county council of Suceava, there are departmental structures meant to provide development strategies and solutions for the issues related to the tourism within the county (The Tourism Office and the National Centre for Tourist Information and Promotion). Most projects of tourism promotion addressing Bukovina as tourist destination fall within the scope of county initiative, financing, and promotion, as it is probably one of the most active county structures dealing with big cultural events. Smart travel Bukovina, Green Pilgrimage, The Hora of Bukovina, The Easter in Bukovina, Medieval Art Festival, Pilgrim in Bukovina, Bukovina Rock Castle, Christmas in Bukovina, The Mountain Festival, Made in Bukovina Autumn Fair, etc. are tourist activities and registered trademarks of Suceava County Council which have brought dynamism to the tourism across the entire territory of Bukovina. At the level of territorial-administrative units, most of them have strategies for tourist development where the emphasis is put on unlocking the ethno-folkloric potential of and on initiatives related to the outdoor and winter tourism. For instance, in Gura Humorului town, a project financed by the World Bank is the financial plan on short and medium period of the town (2005). For 15 years now, tourism has been identified as the main recovery resource of the town on the threshold of disaster after shutting down the mines and light-industry factories. In the paragraph below it is rendered the vision of the then mayor of Gura Humorului town:

“The tourism area of Bukovina. There is potential. There is room. Tourism must be seen as economic development, not just as facilities for the town’s people. They can come to the public swimming pool too, but we need more facilities. We need to come with money from other part and develop the town”

In this context, the following research questions have been asked:
1. By declaring Suceava city a red zone did it affect the perception of the tourists about Bukovina as tourist destination?
2. Which resources and strategies did the local administrations from Bukovina mobilize during the crisis for the resilience of the tourism sector?
3. How do you see the future of tourism in the post-pandemic Bukovina?
4. Is there a positive impact of this period?

The questions above have provided the basis of the interviews for the categories of persons interviewed. The answers, more or less nuanced, make the basis of the qualitative research.

1. By declaring Suceava city a red zone did it affect the perception of the tourists about Bukovina as tourist destination?

- The role played by the mass media in exacerbating this deficit of image, difficult to surpass for a good period, in spite of the fact it made reference to a particular situation. “Even if this (the quarantine, in the context) was a reality, the news exaggerated the situation to the point that they created a Chernobyl like perception for the entire country. I have colleagues from other parts of the country who are now waiting to see me because they imagine I have become some sort of mutant since the quarantine.” (Emil, U. — manager of Bukovina Museum).
- The reality of the sanitary crisis which lead to radical measures of quarantining the metropolitan area and occupied all the efforts of the administration during quarantining with a direct focus on the county hospital and the pandemic state of emergency: “The county administration was absent on the public market for a while, to say so... All the efforts were focused, for several months, on the hospital and sanitary crisis. No one was engaged in other activities, regardless of their type.” (Emil, U. — manager of Bukovina Museum).

- The local tourism area of Bukovina, the municipality of Suceava was the most affected zone by the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. Even if the municipality does not fall into the category of the main tourist attractions of Bukovina, the effects upon the perception of sanitary safety have reflected on the entire tourist region through two main features:
  - The reality of the sanitary crisis which lead to radical measures of quarantining the metropolitan area and occupied all the efforts of the administration during quarantining with a direct focus on the county hospital and the pandemic state of emergency: “The county administration was absent on the public market for a while, to say so... All the efforts were focused, for several months, on the hospital and sanitary crisis. No one was engaged in other activities, regardless of their type.” (Emil, U. — manager of Bukovina Museum).
  - The role played by the mass media in exacerbating this deficit of image, difficult to surpass for a good period, in spite of the fact it made reference to a particular situation. “Even if this (the quarantine, in the context) was a reality, the news exaggerated the situation to the point that they created a Chernobyl like perception for the entire country. I have colleagues from other parts of the country who are now waiting to see me because they imagine I have become some sort of mutant since the quarantine.” (Emil, U. — manager of Bukovina Museum).

2. Which resources and strategies did the local administrations from Bukovina mobilize during the crisis for the resilience of the tourism sector?

- Among the answers received at this question, we have come across two types of governance: the first category includes those administrations waiting for governmental solutions to the crisis, which are then applied to the actors from the local tourism. “Something was granted (from the government, in this context) for the SMEs, at least in intention, but from what I have seen, money hardly come for companies.” (Petre, A. — adviser at the Town hall of Vatra Dornei).
- Practically, I was helped by the government.” (Valentina, C. — manager of Hotel Silva, Vatra Dornei resort).

- We are mainly speaking about reducing taxes and duties and postponing their payment, or counselling for temporary unemployment or postponing the payment of bank loans. The second category includes a relatively small number of town halls which implement a strategy of supporting and continuing the ongoing projects.

3. How do you see the future of tourism in the post-pandemic Bukovina?

- A differentiated promotion campaign between Suceava and Bazinul Dornele, which is a very safe zone with many reliable agritourism guesthouses.

4. Is there a positive impact of this period?

- There is a positive impact of this period. “Absolutely! The outbreak from Suceava (the municipality of Suceava) has complicated things and made tourists become more susceptible about Bukovina!” (Mihaela, I. — owner of an agritourism guesthouse in Neagra Șarului).
- “We clearly have an image problem. I hope that things will come back to normal. But [...] what do I know? The county council has not taken sufficient measures to counter fight the PR coup suffered.” (Laurențiu, B. — manager of a tourism agency).

The solutions for rebuilding the media image are seen at the level of county administration only. Even if, during all this period of sanitary crisis the prefect’s office was mainly focused on applying the emergency ordinances on limiting the spread of COVID-19 virus, the fact that the effects of the pandemic upon the tourism and economic activities within the county were entirely neglected, proves a poor response capacity in times of crisis of the central authorities.

2. Which resources and strategies did the local administrations from Bukovina mobilize during the crisis for the resilience of the tourism sector?

- Among the answers received at this question, we have come across two types of governance: the first category includes those administrations waiting for governmental solutions to the crisis, which are then applied to the actors from the local tourism. “Something was granted (from the government, in this context) for the SMEs, at least in intention, but from what I have seen, money hardly come for companies.” (Petre, A. — adviser at the Town hall of Vatra Dornei).
- Practically, I was helped by the government.” (Valentina, C. — manager of Hotel Silva, Vatra Dornei resort).

- We are mainly speaking about reducing taxes and duties and postponing their payment, or counselling for temporary unemployment or postponing the payment of bank loans. The second category includes a relatively small number of town halls which implement a governance where the public management is approached from the perspective of an entrepreneurship where the town hall is the main shareholder. In this case, the measures are considered and taken in view of counter fighting the projected deficit of the current-year budget and of supporting and continuing the ongoing projects.

- “I have to find solutions within the current legislative framework, so I can rely as little as possible on the central administration... Anything that comes from the government is a bonus.” (Marius, U. — mayor of Gura Humorului town)
- “It takes a manager in the public local administration, who has the vision to make a general puzzle. Who knows where is the place of each piece.” (Marius, U. — mayor of Gura Humorului town)

The promotion of artistic, craft activities is mainly suspended in its traditional form as these types of events can generally happen in the virtual space, online by the decision of the local counties (The Trout Festival, the Festival of the Painted Eggs, the Rafting Week — Cîocânești, etc.) by those from the Suceava municipality (Castle Rock and the Medieval Art Festival). The sums projected for promoting Bukovina as tourist destination through festival tourism have been reoriented towards the hospital and supporting the sanitary crisis within the county. To support the economic activities within Gura Humorului town, the town hall supplemented the support given to the
entrepreneurs by a series of measures, such as: reducing taxes and duties by 50%, cancelling the penalties for those who had accumulated debts from previous years, reducing rents for the spaces leased, cancelling the concession of some parking lots on public domain, reducing taxes by 25% in the farmers’ market. A suggested solution for restoring the tourist flows in the area is a support granted indirectly to the tourism operators, namely per tourist. It is important to give these financial incentives to the tourists and not operators, since if the latter get the money, the impact on restoring the image of Bukovina will be minimum or quite non-existing. The tourism operators are not interested in orienting tourists to Bukovina, therefore, the tourists need to be tempted to overcome the blockade of opting for Bukovina.

“If you go on holiday to Bukovina, you have some benefits... (reductions, extra services, etc). Personally, I see things this way: I, a tourist who comes to an X guesthouse in Bukovina, regardless of the fact that I use vouchers or my own money, I have a less expensive accommodation, let’s say by 20%. Those 20% are discounted to the guesthouse by the government. But they are discounted per tourist. If I give 5000 Euros to a guesthouse because it was affected by the pandemic, I do not solve anything on medium and long-term. The operators spend those 5000 Euros, and the tourists do not come to Bukovina.” (Emil, U. — manager of Bukovina Museum)

In the same spirit, the mayor of Gura Humorului town sees a direct involvement of the local administrations, partners in the project Bukovina Resort granted as an accommodation package including various services (attractive prices for railway transportation, ski cable cars, etc.) for the tourists who choose the offers of Bukovina Resort.

“This is the interest: to move tourists in the area. A restaurant in every car of the train. How do we do it? Not we. It is necessary to lease this service. For this area only. The tickets are cheaper. All operators would be interested. That’s why it is necessary to have private entrepreneurs in this project. The private area needs to be captured. The guesthouses should have tourist information and mobility facilities for the tourists checked in. One unitary matter: not all the ski slopes are managed by authorities. Here is the key element of development. The partnership between the public and private domain.” (Marius, U. — mayor of Gura Humorului town)

The local administrations are heavily engaged, under the office of the county council, in major batch of this paper has taken into consideration the extent to which the local public administration regarded the social impact through raising the awareness on the necessity of maintaining the tour operators in tourism; the economic impact of mobilization for a common goal (using the existing accommodation capacity by reinforcing the pre-existing tourist infrastructure and existing tourist infrastructure and services and thus, thus two perspectives: one is identified with the current one, of association at a macro level within the region as Bukovina Resort, while the other one is local, taking the shape of associative structures which can become spoke and interest delegates of the tourism operators in the area.

“A syndicate from where I can get information. ... The Association for the Tourism Development of Gura Humorului... who knows better than the tourism operator what exactly wants the tourist?” (Marius, U. — mayor of Gura Humorului town)

The pandemic and the period of freezing the tourism activities has seriously affected the budget of the town halls in Bukovina. The level of collecting taxes and duties has been significantly reduced by comparison to the previous years, by nearly 40%. Under the circumstances, to continue the current investments, among which European projects, the administrations have been forced to resort to bank loans.

3. How do you see the future of tourism in the post-pandemic Bukovina?

The question is tricky since the tourism sector is dominated by total uncertainty when it comes to estimate the future evolution of pandemic and coming back to normal conditions of running the tourism activities. The relaunching of the tourism activity presents two sets of actions: the former is related to rebuilding the damaged image of Bukovina associated with a severely affected zone by the pandemic. The latter implies continuing the investment projects in tourist facilities (for instance, the Cultural Mall from Gura Humorului, theme park, aqua land, the castle of the hobbits, etc.), supported by a series of concrete, customized actions through the initiative of some media personalities who could come to Bukovina and be part in various artistic and cultural events of high visibility at national level.

“I have initiated an event ... a series of meetings with the music lovers, where very well-known stars of the Romanian music will be present: Andra, Smiley, Scârlătescu, Ţăndărică, from various music genres. The key point of these actions is the fact that these celebrities will come accompanied by their dedicated press, mainly the central press. I see things this way: the celebrity comes, meets with the public (obviously, the number of people will be limited) in a live broadcast of a local television, after the celebrity goes and checks in a guesthouse in the county and says that the area is safe.” (Emil, U. — manager of Bukovina Museum)

The opinion of the persons interviewed is that the tourism in Bukovina relies on the unified actions of all actors involved. It engages local authorities, operators, and is related to tourism infrastructure which has a multi-functional part, even if not all the entities can have a similar reaction.

“The main power of recovery relies on the operators. I believe. Whether we are talking about guesthouses, restaurants, hotels, along with museums and monasteries which I consider operators too. Secondly, a particularly important role belongs to the local community.” (Emil, U. — manager of Bukovina Museum). The local administrations are heavily engaged, under the office of county council, in major initiatives for attracting funding necessary for the development of the tourism infrastructure. One of these initiatives is to create a pole of tourism development for Bukovina, which should take the form of an association agreement between the county council and Gura Humorului, Câmpulung, Vatra Dornei resorts, and Caicica saline within the context of building the tourist resort of Bukovina. The advantage of such an association for all the entities involved, would reside in the extended governance over the access infrastructure, with a special accent on the existing railway and its partial transformation into a tourist transport network with related services and thus, benefits for every locality on this axis. If, until now, this initiative has been somehow divergent, the current context has created the necessity of mobilization for a common goal (using the existing accommodation capacity by reinforcing the pre-existing tourist infrastructure and raising the accessibility of the railway to the mountain, woods, mineral waters, UNESCO monasteries, ski-slopes, gastronomic locations).

Everybody wants highways, nobody uses the train. However, until you make a highway, the problem must be solved. The train becomes cost-effective if the railway is subsidized, after a clear, practical circuit is created. There are European funds which we do not wait from the office of ministry.” (Marius, U. — mayor of Gura Humorului town)

4. Is there a positive impact of this period?

The final methodological batch of this paper has taken into consideration the extent to which the local public administration regarded the numerous malfunctions generated by the measures meant to limit the spread of the pandemic, through the perspective of opportunities. Below there are mentioned some of these:

- The social impact through raising the awareness on the necessity of maintaining the tour operators in tourism;
- If the situation is correctly handled in terms of economics and pandemic, the county of Suceava can become an example of good practice in times of crisis;
- The emergence of new forms of tourism in areas where they have not been present before, such active, outdoor tourism;
- The revival of the home tourism and small structures of accommodation, which are isolated and more adjusted to the new demands of sanitary safety;
- The rural space is at gain here. The ecotourist destination will most likely develop.

CONCLUSION

The same as every domain of human activity, the impact of pandemic upon tourism in Bukovina will be fairly assessed once all restrictions are lifted and everything returns to the normal activities. Now, the model of action is the day by day approach due to the degree
of uncertainty and low predictability. As it is about a sector where the human interaction is essential, we can estimate that, in the case of Bukovina, the utilization degree of the tourist capacity will be initially reduced by 50%, which will impact on the income of the tourism entrepreneurs, at least in the same percentage. If we consider the fact that tourism is an important element of the local budgets managed by local administrations, the recovery of small enterprises operating in tourism could be also primed by public-private partnerships.

On short and medium-term, regardless of the major changes undergone by tourist activities in this area, there are visible two types of scenarios: the former is an optimistic one, which promotes the coming back to the normal parameters within one year once the state of emergency was lifted, and the latter, which is more pessimistic and says that the tourism will be restored to the previous parameters no sooner than 18 months since the pandemic ended. In both situations, the tourism will be generally maintained through an active type of tourism (agritourism, trips, ecotourism, cyclo-tourism, hippo tourism) which uses the natural potential of Bukovina. In the near future, one attraction will become the balneo-therapeutical tourism and festival tourism as well, which are quite difficult to estimate when they can safely come back in the circuit. Although the business tourism is another affected sector, we believe that it will soon recover due to the potential of the exceptional entrepreneurship found in Bukovina.

The first forms of tourism which are starting to be seen are the family or individual tourism. The people will have an accent on the intellectual and cultural aspects of the region. The latter, which is more pessimistic and says that the tourism will be restored to the previous parameters no sooner than 18 months since the pandemic ended. In both situations, the tourism will be generally maintained through an active type of tourism (agritourism, trips, ecotourism, cyclo-tourism, hippo tourism) which uses the natural potential of Bukovina. In the near future, one attraction will become the balneo-therapeutical tourism and festival tourism as well, which are quite difficult to estimate when they can safely come back in the circuit. Although the business tourism is another affected sector, we believe that it will soon recover due to the potential of the exceptional entrepreneurship found in Bukovina.

What will change in the tourism of Bukovina, in our opinion, is the extent of involvement of the local and county administration in the social and economic life of the communities managed. Against a general identical background, each local administration has a different type of resilient behaviour. A possible gain of this trying period for the whole region is raising awareness on the necessity of association between the actors of the tourism market, both at local and county level.
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